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Locale is written by journalist Kylie Fleming.  Look out for her 
roaming the aisles at Pasadena and Frewville Foodland,  
unearthing stories and taking photos.
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Locale is designed to let you in on some of 
the stories behind our people, our products, 
our inspiration. The dictionary definition 
of Locale is: an area or place, especially one 
where something special happens. 

A visit to our stores is more than a 
shopping trip. It’s a place to come 
together, communicate, eat or just 

observe. We want you to feel at home 
meeting friends, reading the papers, 
having a coffee or a long lunch then 
picking up supplies to share at home.

We hope you enjoy finding out about 
our family business and how we want to 
grow with our community.  

WELCOME TO OUR WINTER EDITIION OF LOCALE! IF YOU ARE A REGULAR AT ONE OF  
ADELAIDE’S FINEST SUPERMARKETS, FREWVILLE OR PASADENA FOODLAND, YOU WILL ALREADY 

KNOW THAT WE WANT YOUR VISIT TO BE THE MOST REWARDING EXPERIENCE POSSIBLE.
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Christian 
Canala

DINNER, PRONTO!
Mr Nick’s Kitchen Hand meal kits  

have been designed to make dinnertime  
so easy - and tasty!

These recipes are faster to prepare than 
many other meal kits because in-store 

chefs have done a lot of the hard work by 
pre-chopping fresh seasonal vegetables or 
preparing ready-to-go side dishes such as 

fried rice and potato gratin. These sides are a 
great match for perfectly-portioned protein 
including Angus sirloin steak or barramundi 

fillets prepared with in-house Spicebar 
blends, meaning the result is as good as 

having your own chef in the kitchen.

Mr Nick’s Kitchen Hand meal kits mean you 
can have a delicious, nutritious dinner on 

the table in minutes. 

Check out perfectly-portioned 
15-minute recipes:

Sticky Five Spice Pork Medallions  
with Fried Rice & Asian Vegetables.

Fennel-rubbed Crispy Skin Barramundi 
with Seasonal Vegetables & Potato Salad.

Chermoula Chicken with Flatbread, 
Tzatziki and Moroccan Cauliflower  

& Chickpea Salad. 

Grass-fed Angus Sirloin with a BBQ & 
Coffee Rub, Potato Gratin and Broccolini.

NEWS

Tailored 
approach

Adelaide’s finest supermarkets  
has multiple in-store dining venues which 
are all unique food and wine destinations.

Mr Nick’s, Salumibar, Oceanicbar, 
Flowerbar Patisserie and Orientbar 
each have a different food style and 

vibe – and wine is central to the experience. 

Christian Canala from Vinify Wine Co is 
working with Adelaide’s finest supermarkets 
to update the overall wine selection and also 
tailor wines to suit each venue.

“There will be wines to match the food  
and the style of each eatery as they’re all  
quite different venues which deserve an 
individual approach,” he says.

“We want to achieve  
not just a local flavour  
but a well- rounded 
list to suit each venue 
championing small 
producers and some 
fantastic wines which  
can fly under the radar.”

Christian describes Vinify Wine Co as a 
“forward-thinking,  21st century” wine agency, 
distributor and marketer.

 “We also really believe in the direction 
Adelaide’s finest supermarkets is taking, it is 
the future of retail, so I’m looking forward to 
working with the AFS team,” he says.   

Night Market

Join the team at Frewville Foodland every Wednesday 
from 3pm to 8pm for the buzzy, popular Night Market! 
The ongoing event offers a great selection of affordable 
market deals which are available each week across 
all departments. Wander through the store, immerse 
yourself in the local community vibe and look out for 
Night Market umbrellas!  

Nurturing 
skills

The team at Pasadena Foodland welcomed 
a recent visit by Innovation and 
Skills Minister David Pisoni. The visit 

showcased how the Chapley family’s 70 years 
of retail and hospitality excellence has led to 
job creation, the nurturing of trades, and skills 
development for South Australians. 

Minister Pisoni witnessed teams of bakers, 
butchers, florists, chefs, fishmongers and 

sashimi chefs at work and there were discussions 
about further developing the team through 
apprenticeships.

Adelaide’s finest supermarkets currently employs 
more than 1,000 South Australians across its 
Frewville, Pasadena and Munno Para stores.

They include Zoey Elson who at just 22 years of 
age set up and now runs a team of eight trained 
pâtissiers in the Flowerbar Patisserie open kitchen.

Minister Pisoni also met Harmeet Kaur who 
works with the online team of in-store pickers 
using proprietary technology developed in-house 
since AFS first started its online delivery business 
in 2006.  

From left: Rick Ellis,  
Spero Chapley, Nick Chapley  
and Minister David Pisoni.
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SEAFOOD

Spotlight  
on snapper

Josh Harfield says Tropical 
Snapper (also known as Saddletail 
Snapper) is a smaller fish which is 

stocked year round. 

“It’s a very nice fish to cook, a good 
price too,  but not well known,”  

he says. 

For an easy winter dish,  lay 
tropical snapper fillets on a bed 
of leeks and fennel with a small 

amount of fish stock. 

Cover and bake until just cooked. 
Keep the fish warm and puree the 
leeks, fennel and stock. Heat this 
gently and blend in some crème 
fraîche and then pour over (or 

under) the snapper. 

Fish 
swaps 

SEAFOOD LOVERS WOULD BE HARD PRESSED  
TO FIND A SUPERMARKET ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA 

WITH A FISH SELECTION EQUAL OR BETTER TO WHAT’S 
ON OFFER AT ADELAIDE’S FINEST SUPERMARKETS.

The seafood departments at Frewville 
and Pasadena Foodland, are among the 
most popular sections at each store, are 

well known for their impressive displays of ultra 
fresh, top quality, local and sustainable fish.

Adelaide’s finest supermarkets is a supporter of 
the SA Government campaign Same Dish New 
Fish which aims to inspire seafood lovers to buy 
and cook different varieties of local fish and help 
support sustainability.

The friendly fishmongers at AFS are up to speed 
with information on all the seafood they sell and 
are happy to suggest an alternative fish for those 
who want to change things up in the kitchen. 

Classics such as salmon and whiting will never go 
out of fashion but Australia’s clean waters offer 
an array of tasty fish species so there are plenty of 
reasons to look beyond the familiar favourites.  

Josh Harfield from the seafood department at 
Pasadena  Foodland shares some tips on a few 
lesser-known South Australian fish varieties 
ideal for cooking this winter. 

 Ʌ YELLOWTAIL KINGFISH - Is a good-tasting 
fish with a stronger flavour and it is great 
grilled or barbecued.  The flesh is firm and 
holds its shape well during cooking so can be 
diced and added to curries or soups. 

 Ʌ GURNARD - Is a very similar fish to flathead 
and is affordably priced. Josh says it’s his 
favourite – a  simple, cheap, sweet white 
fish for cooking and is good for battering or 
crumbing, using in a stir fry or a curry or just 
simply pan frying with a squeeze of lemon. 

 Ʌ RED EMPEROR - Is a bit more pricey but has 
the most beautiful sweet flavour. It pairs so 
well with Asian flavours. The lovely firm white 
flesh, large flake and delicate flavour are all 
appealing. Fillets can be steamed, poached, 
grilled or pan fried while the whole fish can 
be steamed or roasted with Asian flavours like 
coriander, ginger, shallots and chilli. 

 Ʌ OCEAN JACKET - Also known as Leather 
Jacket, it is often discarded at sea even though 
they are edible and delicious. It’s named for its 
thick skin which has a sandpaper-like texture 
and peels easily from the flesh when preparing.  
It has firm, white, lustrous flesh that becomes 
quite dense on cooking but remains moist. It 
works well minced for fish cakes and fish balls 
or in soups, curries and casseroles.  

Josh Josh 
Harfield Harfield 
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DELICATESSEN

FEELGOOD 
FRITTERS
Fritters are a healthy, simple and 
tasty option for lunchboxes, picnics, 
grazing boards or simply when time 
is too tight to cook dinner. Locally-
made Let Them Eat fritters are best 
sellers at the popular Deli sections of 
Frewville and Pasadena Foodland.

Frewville Deli manager Chris 
Fraser says the latest Let Them 
Eat fritter to join the range is 
an earthy vegan variety made 
with raw beetroot and sweet 
caramelised onions.

It joins the lineup of broccoli 
and haloumi, kimchi and 
sweet potato, Middle Eastern 
cauliflower or sweetcorn and feta 
fritters.

Let Them Eat is an Adelaide-
based food business owned 
by Tanya Agius and Danielle 
Frankish.  

Their vegetarian and vegan foods 
do not contain preservatives or 
chemicals and many are also 
gluten and dairy free.  Let Them 
Eat focuses on non-processed, 
high-protein foods that contain 
no animal products.  

Harry 
Russell

Brisket 
to go

JUICY, TENDER BRISKET PASTRAMI IS THE STAR 
INGREDIENT OF THE REUBEN, THAT CLASSIC NEW YORK 
TOASTED SANDWICH WHICH IS A CAFÉ MENU STAPLE.

It’s easy to recreate a Reuben at home by 
sourcing brisket pastrami from the Deli 
section at Frewville and Pasadena Foodland.

Lord Boucher, a boutique charcuterie producer, 
crafts the brisket with premium Australian beef 
which is rubbed with Aussie herbs and spices and 
slow cooked for 10 hours.

Buy a chunk of the delicious brisket which can be 
reheated in a microwave by reducing the power 
of the microwave to about 20% and reheating the 
meat in 30-second intervals (to avoid it drying 
out). Or reheat it in the oven, wrapped in a 
double layer of foil (also to avoid it drying out).

Keen foodies who have a sous vide machine at 
home can also use this device to vacuum-seal 
the brisket and submerge it into heated water to 
reheat (10 mins per 200g). Then rest it and cut 
across the grain for perfect, fall-apart meat.

The rest of the ingredients to make a cracking 
Reuben sandwich are all available in store 
including rye or sourdough bread (Bakery);   
Swiss cheese (Cheesebar);  Sauerkraut (Grocery);   

MELTING MOMENTS

Winter comfort food doesn’t get more 
decadent than Raclette, a classic European 

dish with the hero ingredient of melted, 
oozy, sweet and nutty Swiss-made cheese.

Raclette is the name of the cheese and the 
dish itself. Traditionally, the cheese was 

melted beside an open fire and scraped off 
the wheel onto small potatoes, cornichons 

and charcuterie (cured meats). 

You can buy a special raclette grill or 
use a tabletop grill but there are kitchen 

hacks for those of us who don’t have these 
contraptions in our cupboards.

Use a frying pan over your cooktop stove. 
Melt the cheese on the frying pan and 

bring the pan to the dining table where you 
can pour the melted cheese over your food. 
It’s a fun dining idea with a little “theatre” 

at the table.

Cheese expert Vicky Hill from Frewville’s 
Cheesebar  says two top-selling raclettes 
are the imported  Raclette de Scey from 
France and the Tasmanian classic, Heidi 

Farms Raclette.  

The French version is famous for its 
big “meaty” flavour, elastic texture and 
slightly sweet, nutty flavour.  When it is 
melted, these characteristic flavours are 

really enhanced by heat.

The Tassie-made Raclette is a benchmark 
cheese from Heidi Farm in northern 

Tasmania.  It has a  hint of sweetness but 
with an overriding savoury taste.

Raclette cheese is the most 
traditional option for this 

dish but Vicky Hill says 
you can also use Gruyère,  

Comte, Gouda, among other 
Swiss-made cheeses.  

Lord Boucher charcuterie 
makers also produce a deluxe 
wagyu salami which is made 
with 100% Australian wagyu 

beef and has the highest marbling 
score of 8 to 9.   It’s aged for six 
weeks and is extra tender with a 
luscious, rich, buttery flavour.   

A surefire winner on any grazing 
board this winter.

Russian dressing is a homemade condiment 
or substitute with readily-available Thousand 
Island dressing (Grocery) and dill pickles 
(Grocery/Cheesebar) .

Warm the brisket, warm the sauerkraut, layer 
the sandwich, add the cheese and let the cheese 
slowly melt as you grill the sandwich.  Add dill 
pickles on the side.  
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NEW PRODUCTS

Grocery 
finds
ADELAIDE’S FINEST SUPERMARKETS  

HAS AN ONGOING MISSION TO SOURCE THE LATEST  
AND THE BEST GROCERY LINES TO MEET THE DIVERSE 

NEEDS OF ITS CUSTOMERS.

Local family owned and operated,  AFS don’t 
decrease their range, they expand it. The 
grocery product lines are far more broad and 

specialised than a standard supermarket and strong 
relationships with local suppliers make it possible to 
constantly grow and improve on the amazing range.

John Falidis is Group Promotions Manager 
for Adelaide’s finest supermarkets and has the 
lowdown on all new products hitting the shelves 
whether it’s new plant- based noodles or locally-
made baby formula. 

A wander up and down the aisles with John 
reveals an endless interesting array of new or 
unusual grocery products. These include:

 Ʌ SWEETS
Italy’s famous Torroncini Strega confectionery 
is now available. The nougat, chocolates and 
bonbons, made in Benevento, are flavoured with 
the famous herbal Strega liqueur. These imported 
sweet treats are not a chocolate line you’d usually 
expect to find in supermarkets. 

Classic Papadopoulos Caprice crispy wafer rolls are 
exclusive to Adelaide’s finest supermarkets. The tasty 
wafers,  made in Greece, have a velvety cocoa and 
hazelnut filling.  They’re ideal with coffee or as an 
addition to ice creams, cakes and even hot chocolate.

 Ʌ PLANT BASED 
Slendier Konjac noodles, pasta and rice are made 
with konjac which is a root vegetable commonly 
grown in Asia. Products include rice, spaghetti, 
fettuccine, angel hair pasta and noodles which are 
all vegan, keto friendly, low carb, low calorie, high 
fibre and gluten free. 

WINNING 
FORMULA
Adelaide’s finest supermarkets 
is proud to stock Mumamoo, 
South Australia’s first female-
owned, wholly Australian-made 
formula for infants, babies and 
toddlers. 

The formula is the brainchild 
of  directors Kristina Scutella, 
Charlotte Chambers and Belinda 
Humphris who set out to create 
what they couldn’t find in 
existing baby formulas plus help 
new mums navigate the often 
overwhelming feeding journey 
they’d each experienced.

The scientifically-designed, 
Australian grass-fed cow’s milk 

formula contains five premium 
ingredients – prebiotics, 
probiotics, omega 3 and 6 and 
nucleotides (known as DNA 
building blocks) .

The formulation has been given 
the tick of approval by leading 
paediatric nutritionists to 
ensure compliance with current 
strict Australian nutritional 
requirements and guidelines .  

 Ʌ CONDIMENTS
SA’s Penfield Food Co produce jars of locally-
made kalamata olive or green olive tapenade.  
The tapenade - cholesterol, gluten free and 100% 
vegan- is made with olives from a family-owned 
grove at Penfield Gardens.   

One of Maggie Beer’s latest fruit preserves to hit 
the shelves is a spiced plum and cherry jam.  It 
has tart flavours of plum and cherry with a hint of 
cinnamon. 

 Ʌ PETS
The Paw Grocer makes human-grade Aussie salmon 
belly treats for dogs and cats. The salmon bellies 
are 100 per cent Tasmanian salmon. The treats 
are made from the part of the belly that is often 
discarded but both cats and dogs love the crunch of 
the fin left on the belly.  

 Ʌ CHILDREN
Mater Baby Products is the only Australian-made 
baby range made in a hospital. Mater Mothers’ 

CULTURAL CORNER

An ever-evolving selection of South 
American pantry essentials can be 

found at Pasadena Foodland. Shelves 
are stocked with Latin American 
coffee, tea, sauces, cheese bread, 

potato sticks, seasonings, carioca 
beans, palm hearts, fruit preserves, 

fruit drinks, cooking flours  and 
traditional sweets.  More Mexican 

products are on the way.
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EVENTS

Hospitals, based in Queensland, worked with 
3000 midwives and mums around the country, 
to create premium skin care and nappies which 
are gentle on even the most sensitive newborn 
skin as well as pH balanced and dermatologically 
tested.  Nappies,  baby wash, and pregnancy balm.

 Ʌ TEETH
Crush and Brush Toothpaste Tablets are a natural, 
portable, convenient way to brush your teeth. The 
tablets, made with calcium carbonate and sodium 
bicarbonate, can be used with sensitive teeth, are 
made with food-grade ingredients, are fluoride free, 
vegan and cruelty free. 

Grin Biodegradable Dental Floss Picks. The floss 
thread is made from a resilient material that doesn’t 
tear or shred easily and is naturally flavoured with 
mint oil. The corn-starch 100% biodegradable handle 
has a handy pick on the end to help with those “hard 
to reach” spaces between the teeth. The kids’ flossers 
are in cool colours to make flossing fun.

 Ʌ DRINKS
Mg Mivela is a popular magnesium-rich sparkling 
mineral water from a natural spring in Serbia. It 
has 343g of magnesium per litre which can meet 
the daily needs of the body for this essential 
mineral that we need to consume daily. 

Minor Figures Oat Milk is the baristas’ choice when 
paired with coffee. It doesn’t split in the lightest 
roasts and it textures to the perfect micro-foam when 
steamed.  It is 100% plant-based so is dairy-free, 
naturally lactose-free and free from all animal protein.

 Ʌ SNACKS 
The Golden Duck Co produces funky gourmet 
crisps with “dish accurate” flavours such as 
Singapore chilli crab, the umami-packed Salted 
Egg Fish Skin and Salted Egg Potato Ridges. 

 Ʌ DUMPLINGS
Dumpling 100 is a 100 per cent  South Australian 
owned and operated business and the first and only 
dumpling manufacturer in SA. The eight varieties of 
wontons and dumplings (including a vegan option) 
are made from a family recipe with locally produced, 
fresh ingredients and have juicier fillings, thinner 
casings and no preservatives.  

Zero waste cooking means having 
literally no waste left behind while 
cooking a meal.  The stalks, stems, 

roots and peels aren’t scraps but essential 
building blocks of a dish that can create 
layers of texture and flavours.

The trailblazing team at Adelaide’s finest 
supermarkets hosted two sold-out Tasting 
Australia dinners recently to show that zero 
waste dining is achievable – and delicious. 
Some 7.3 million tonnes per year of food is 
wasted in this country - enough food to fill 
13,000 Olympic sized swimming pools.

Spurred on by that alarming statistic, Masterchef 
2019 identity Mandy Hall and the AFS team 
devised menus designed to inspire, educate and 
reshape people’s thinking about food waste.

The dinners  - titled With Purpose - may be 
over but the ideas about zero waste remain 
and are a big consideration for Adelaide’s 
finest supermarkets which is committed to 
sustainability and the environment. 

On arrival, dinner guests were gifted with a 
canvas tote featuring a QR code which revealed 
the menu, showing they’d be eating not just 
beetroot for example, but ingredients including 
vinegar made from the beet peel, candied beet 
stems, beet leaf oil with buffalo curd from the 
Adelaide Hills and sourdough discard “bark”.

Wood oven lamb neck, a secondary cut, 
butchered onsite was braised in a stock 
made from vegetable  offcuts and overripe 
tomatoes that would generally be discarded.  
It was served with discard bread sauce, 
pumpkin skin chips and roasted pumpkin 
“guts” and seeds and leftover cauliflower 
leaves which were pickled.

An amazing dessert straight from the in-
house Patisserie gave new and beautiful life 
to bananas that would otherwise be deemed 
unsellable.

“The dinner unlocked 
the astronomical 
potential of the zero 
waste approach… 
people said they would 
never have thought 
about cooking with 
these ingredients but 
were blown away by 
the results, ” Mandy 
Hall says. 
“A real change of language is required , these 
are not scraps, they are healthy, quality 
ingredients so this was not about second 
best food  - every dish was thoughtful, 
beautifully balanced and totally delicious.

“Those that took a leap of faith and bought a 
ticket to the dinners actually became part of 
the solution to fight food waste.”

Adelaide’s finest supermarkets is looking 
forward to Tasting Australia 2022.  

FULL TASTE, ZERO WASTE
Zero waste dining  - an increasingly popular concept being embraced by chefs around the 

world -  helps to “close the loop” on food production. Many believe it is the future of dining.



seen pushing trolleys through the carpark. He loves to chat to 
customers(who many he knows) and staff alike. He is never too 
busy to stop. He always has a good story to tell. He makes me 
smile, he makes everyone smile. Spero, Mr. Nick’s  only son, is 
the director of the Chapley Retail Group. He has been involved 
in the family business from a young age. He has his finger on the 
pulse at all times and all things happening in store. His slight 
quirkiness and forward thinking is why Pasadena Foodland is 
where it sits today. A leader, not just in SA,  but also  Australia, 
and some would say the world as far as supermarkets and fresh 
food retailers go.

Jackie Zaknic (Pasadena)

COMMUNITY 
HEART AND 

SOUL 
2021 continues to be a year  

of celebration for Adelaide’s finest 
supermarkets with founder Nicholas  

“Mr Nick” Chapley marking a milestone  
of 70 successful years in business.

This work and personal anniversary 
is an ideal time to acknowledge the 
enormous contribution which Nick 

and the entire Chapley family have made 
to SA’s supermarket/retail industry over 
successive generations.

For 70 years, Mr Nick has set the bar very 
high with his dedication to the community, 
fostering partnerships, service excellence 
and creating employment opportunities for 
thousands of South Australians. 

His business success is the positive 
result of hard work, resilience and 
his entrepreneurial, enterprising and 
community-minded spirit. 

A wise and inspiring man,  Nick 
experienced considerable hardship in 
his early life but he says these challenges 
helped shape the person he is today. 

After fleeing Greece during World War II, 
and living in refugee camps for four years, 
Nick migrated to Australia with his family 
in 1948. They launched their first family 
business – a café – just a few years later, 
and through years of hard work, discipline 
and putting customers first, this evolved 
over time, into two of Australia’s finest 
supermarkets.

As Mr Nick celebrates his 70th anniversary, 
his son and AFS director Spero is also 

It gives us enormous pleasure to honour you on your 
remarkable achievement in retailing. Your business 
provided us with a huge opportunity to establish our 

marketing operation so necessary to support our growing pear 
production and packing activities. Your representatives have 
been people of the highest integrity and it has been a pleasure 
working alongside. For at least 30 years we have enjoyed 
extreme loyalty from your company.  We are so grateful and 
very aware of our obligation to provide quality pears and 
support store promotions whenever required. Congratulations 
on your outstanding achievements.

The Gilmour Family (Gilmours Orchards)

I have been working at Pasadena for 15 years this March. 
I have managed the bakery for the last 8 years.  I have 
recently been appointed as the Services Manager for 

Pasadena. The Chapley family, led by Mr Nick, as he is 
affectionately called, by all members of staff and his family, is 
a proud man with great presence, a huge heart, and warming  
smile. He is always dressed immaculately, always wearing a suit 
and tie. He often wanders through Pasadena, taking everything 
in, he will pick up rubbish from the floor and can  quite often be 

marking 30-plus years involvement in this family 
business which has been twice voted the World’s 
Best Supermarket.

Spero is the visionary leader behind many of 
the groundbreaking innovations which make 
Adelaide’s finest supermarkets such a unique 
success.

He has been a driving force behind the evolution 
of Frewville and Pasadena which have become so 
much more than supermarkets - with restaurants, 
bars,  cafes, artisan bakeries, patisseries, flower 
markets and a community vibe where everyone 
feels welcome.

“We want to create a hub,  a civic 
place in many ways, and we don’t 
just say it with words, we do it with 
actions,” Spero says.

“It is the ‘why’ that interests and 
inspires me, the purpose behind 

everything we set out to achieve and 
approaching everything with a ‘no rules’ mindset.

“ I love exploring 
opportunities, pushing 
boundaries, creating 
layers and recognising 
our moments to push 
forward - I enjoy all that 
the most.” 

Spero’s  journey has seen him build on the 
success of his father Nick to create something 
truly extraordinary which we all now enjoy at 
Frewville and Pasadena Foodland.

“We sell groceries, we’re pretty good at that 
and as community leaders, we‘re always looking 
at ways to create something special for our 
community.” 

TESTIMONIALS

1970’s catalogue



I wanted to take this opportunity to thank  Spero, John 
and their team and, of course,  Nick for allowing me, as 
an importer, distributor and manufacturer,  to have a 

location for 18 years which continues to be a destination for 
all my supply partners both nationally and internationally. 
There hasn’t been a supplier in the past decade who hasn’t 
come to South Australia and asked for me to take them on 
a tour of both your stores as their first stop in SA.  They 
still cannot believe how advanced your stores are and how 
they continue to innovate…they believe that the standard 
that you have created is the benchmark for the industry 
globally.  They continue to ask me to keep updating them on 

your group’s innovations and to ensure as soon as they are 
back travelling that I take them personally to revisit your 
amazing stores. We are spoilt to have your brand in South 
Australia and I hope you continue to grow your locations. 
Whenever I am securing or sourcing a product I ensure I 
can position it in your group or it doesn’t make the cut in my 
portfolio….Thanks so much and I look forward to seeing and 
being part of the future innovation.

John Russo  
(Awesome Food and Beverage Pty Ltd)

A philosophy based on traditional values 
with an eye to the future underpins 
everything new and inventive which 

the Chapley family is  achieving at Adelaide 
finest supermarkets.

Director Spero Chapley says his family takes a 
lot of personal and business inspiration from 
Ikaria, the Greek Island home of his father Nick 
Chapley (affectionately known as Mr Nick).

Ikaria is a Greek island in the Aegean Sea and is 
one of the world’s five Blue Zones where people 
live the longest, healthiest lives. Most Ikarians 
live well into their Nineties, often free from 
dementia and chronic disease. There is a strong 
sense of community, exercise and healthy food 
are built into their lifestyle and family ties are 
very important.

The Chapleys’ Ikarian heritage helps them 
connect the experience of their past to 
the promise of their future. “We find the 
culture inspires everything we do in our 
business,” Mr Nick says. 

THINKING  
OUTSIDE THE 

SQUARE
There’s only one rule at Adelaide’s finest 
supermarkets -  that is there is no rule! 

Just because it hasn’t been thought of or done, 
simply means we can. Our aim has always 
been to create places which are appealing, 
welcoming, fun, educational places where 

people can shop, dine, learn and work within. 
We’ve set ourselves high standards of 

excellence for food retailing  and our motto - we 
love what we do - emphasises that our vision 
reaches far beyond just being a food retailer.

Our plan has always been to continually 
experiment and innovate so we’ve made 

great efforts to create a union between retail 
and food appreciation. This gives us a great 

opportunity to merge the best of the best 
products, food, brands, growers, farmers  

and suppliers into an in-store  
customer experience.

Nick and Spero Chapley 

Mr Nick says there are good reasons behind 
everything that happens at Frewville and 
Pasadena from the focus on good, healthy, 
organic food to the welcoming, family-friendly 
atmosphere and their business mantra: “We set 
ourselves high standards of excellence for food 
retailing and our vision reaches far beyond just 
being a food retailer”.

“Our customers are the most important 
stakeholder in our business so we go to 
extraordinary lengths to satisfy and delight them. 
We want to meet or exceed their expectations on 
every shopping trip,” Spero Chapley says. 

Exceeding 
expectations

ADELAIDE’S FINEST SUPERMARKETS IS EXAMPLE OF HOW A FAMILY BUSINESS  
CAN BUILD LONG-LASTING AND INTIMATE LINKS WITH ITS TRADITIONS AND BE EXTREMELY 

INNOVATIVE WHILE REMAINING FIRMLY ANCHORED TO ITS VALUES.

SPERO’S MESSAGE
A genuine interest in creating positive 
community hubs inspires everything 

that happens at Adelaide’s finest 
supermarkets.

To us, this means having an 
opportunity – we feel it’s a privilege 

- to create destinations where people 
gather and feel connected and 

engaged.

Our 70 years of continuously driving 
a vision, always based on innovation, 
comes from a deeply-held desire to 

help build a thriving community.   

A pivotal part of our philosophy has 
always been to create jobs, trades and 

services which generate a positive 
and lasting effect on our state’s 

wellbeing and its economy. 

 Our family’s own heritage, originating 
in Ikaria in Greece,   tells us how 

being part of a vibrant, supportive and 
sustainable community helps people 

live healthy and happy lives. 

We recreate a contemporary agora at 
our stores. In ancient Greece, an agora  

was a public gathering space and a 
marketplace, a community hub.

Over the years, we have gained 
enormous experience and have 
developed the ability to create 

places and spaces which we believe 
offer positive benefits for both our 

customers and our staff. 

These spaces - Flowerbar, 
Patisserie, Salumibar, Oceanicbar and 

others – each have their own character.  
They also advance a layer of skills 

and encouraged the continuation of 
specialised artisan trades employing 

butchers, florists, bakers and 
fishmongers among others.

- From Spero Chapley
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PRODUCE

Garlic 
goodness

GARLIC IS THE FLAVOUR BACKBONE OF NEARLY 
EVERYTHING WE COOK SO IT’S WORTH TAKING TIME  
TO SEEK OUT THE BEST-QUALITY CLOVES POSSIBLE. 

Frewville Foodland’s Organics Coordinator 
Jonathan Parini is a big fan of locally-
grown organic garlic from Haaseford 

Farms at Ironbank in the Adelaide Hills. Raelee 
and Damien Basford grow garlic here without any 
chemicals or pesticides and it hasn’t travelled far 
to reach your shopping basket.

Australian Garlic Producers says more than 
80 per cent of garlic sold around Australia is 
imported. Some of this imported product is 
grown and harvested in conditions that are 
poor in soil and or air quality and are treated 
chemically to alter their colour and longevity. All 
imported garlic is fumigated with Methyl Bromide 
on arrival in Australia.

This means the average Australian shopper 
probably doesn’t know just how great garlic can 
taste. Haaseford Farms’  organic garlic wakes up 
the tastebuds with its clean and intense flavours.  
The  three main varieties grown at Haaseford 
are Australian white garlic (strong in flavour) , 
Flinders Island garlic (complex, subtle flavour) 
and Russian or Elephant garlic (more mild in 
flavour).

“We do everything by hand from the planting to 
mulching,  harvesting and even cleaning every single 
garlic bulb with a brush and gloves, “ Raelee says,

“There are no chemicals or pesticides used and 
we do soil samples and tissue tests while the 
garlic is growing so we can see which nutrients 
they may be in need of.

“This is our way rather than just spraying stuff 
just to boost it for the sake of it   we prefer to  
find out what is lacking  and can then add organic 
calcium, potassium or Vitamin K or whatever 
natural nutrient may be required.”

Haaseford Farms is a family business run by 
Raelee and Damien along with his parents Rachel 
and Michael.

“Damien’s great great grandmother Bessie started 
growing wild Elephant garlic here which was 
brought out from England in the 1850s,” Raelee says.

Growing garlic is a rewarding process but requires 
patience. “You pull the garlic apart, take the best 
cloves and you plant these and as the season goes 
on, they put up shoots and divide,” she says.

“The garlic grows for about 7 or 8 months and 
once finished, the leaves start to die off. When 
there are about five healthy leaves left, that’s 
when we harvest it.”

Raelee also makes jars of homemade minced organic 
garlic which is quick and easy for home cooks.

“People love it as it’s Australian and organic and 
is not a reconstituted imported product which 
is just our fresh garlic and some of our organic 
lemon to balance out the PH”. She also produces 
on-trend black garlic and pickled garlic.  

FARMING FOR  
THE FUTURE 

Organic farmer Shane Eldridge from 
Murray Bridge has been supplying 

Adelaide’s finest supermarkets with certified 
organic produce for more than five years. 

Eldridge Fresh Organics is a family 
business with 350 acres of land dedicated 

to growing organic produce all year round.

“When we started working together we were 
a medium-sized organic farm with about 200 
glasshouses and a small team of enthusiastic 
workers supplying AFS with certified organic 
cucumber, celery, potatoes, cauliflower and 

more,”  Shane says.

“Over the years AFS has supported 
my family-owned farm by purchasing 
direct from us to pass on the savings 
to their customers which is a brilliant 

incentive for us as a company.

“Having strengthened our relationship 
with AFS has allowed us grow to 402 
glasshouses , increasing the variety of 
produce we can supply to the stores.”

Shane Eldridge is a second-generation 
farmer and his family was one of the first 

organic growers to be certified in SA.  

“I’ve been an organic farmer for 25 years, 
I started off helping my parents, and I 

have always had a passion for it,” he says.

“My older uncle was into organics in a small 
way many years ago and one day he asked 

me to grow some organic tomatoes.  Those 
tomatoes were my first crop 25 years ago.

“Now we also grow celery, capsicum, 
onions, potatoes, zucchini, cauliflower, 

snow peas, chillies and much more”.

Go to  
adelaidesfinest.com.au  

to see Organics Coordinator 
Jonathan Parini’s ongoing  

series of video profiles which 
feature SA organic growers  

who supply Frewville  
and Pasadena  

Foodland.

Jonathan 
Parini 
and Shane 
Eldridge
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PATISSSERIE

Sweet 
winter 
warmer 

JUST THE WORD “PUDDING” CONJURES UP IMAGES  
OF DELICIOUS, STEAMING HOT, TUMMY-FILLING  

COMFORT FOOD DESSERTS.

Puddings, a satisfying finale to any winter 
meal, never goes out of style and puts a 
smile on everyone’s face. This rhubarb 

and mandarin pudding is a guaranteed winner, 
is easy to make and takes advantage of abundant 
seasonal fruits. The sweet mandarins and tart 
rhubarb makes a memorable flavour combo.

RHUBARB AND  
MANDARIN PUDDING 
Ingredients:

• 800g of rhubarb cut into 2 inch pieces
• 2 mandarins (zest and juice)
• 10g fresh ginger, finely grated
• 100g butter
• 200g caster sugar

• 2 large eggs, separated
• 100g self raising flour, sifted
• 120ml butter milk
• 50g icing sugar

Method:

1. Pre-heat oven to 180C. Use a large  
1.5 - 2 litre oven dish.

2. Place the rhubarb and grated ginger in the 
large baking dish, sprinkle over half of the 
sugar and pour over the mandarin juice.

3. Cover with foil and bake for 15 minutes  
(or until tender).

4. Place the cooked rhubarb in the baking 
dish, with the juices.

5. Cream the butter, sugar, mandarin zest and egg 
yolk. Fold in the sifted flour and butter milk.

6. Whip the egg whites to soft peaks  
and gently fold through.

7. Pour over the rhubarb and bake for 25-30 
minutes until golden.  Dust with icing sugar  
and serve with double cream . Grab a spoon  
and enjoy! 

CRUMBLE AUX 
POMMES

A winter comfort food classic 
inspired Head Patissiere Zoey 

Elson’s latest petit gateau creation 
at Pasadena Flowerbar Patisserie.

Zoey and the patisserie team make 
a beautiful, brightly-coloured and 
decadently delicious winter treat  - 

an apple crumble petit gateau.

The mini gateau is made up 
of apple yoghurt crumble in a 
vanilla tart shell with chunky 

apple compote , yoghurt cinnamon 
mousse dome, apple glaze and 

cinnamon crumble.   

Method

1. Add all the ingredients except bitters in a 
cocktail shaker and dry shake (shake it without 
ice) for 15secs. Then add ice and shake it for 
another 15 more secs.

2. Double strain in a coupe glass and garnish with   
3 drops of bitters and a dehydrated lemon.

FIRESIDE SIPS 
The warm and toasty fireplace  

and friendly vibe of Mr Nick’s at 
Frewville Foodland make it a cosy 

destination for a winter wines and cocktails. 

The café/restaurant includes a fully-stocked bar 
with a leatherbound drinks list including classic 
and contemporary cocktails, boutique SA wines, 
beers, ciders and craft spirits. Mr Nick’s restaurant 
manager Harikrishna Somarajan Nair (known to all 
as Hari) says the drinks menu will be continually 
changing to keep things interesting.  

HARI’S WINTER WHISKEY SOUR

• 60ml Makers Mark 
bourbon

• 20ml lime juice

• 15ml sugar syrup
• 1 egg white 
• Angostura bitters, to serve 

Ingredients 
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WINTER RECIPES

ONE PAN WONDER
When you’re short on time and energy,  
a one-pan meal is your kitchen saviour. 

Everything cooks in one pot or pan for 
maximum flavour and , even better, 
minimum washing up! Passionate SA foodie, 

AFS shopper and MasterChef 2019 contestant 
Mandy Hall shares her recipe for a dish she calls 
One Glorious Pan – a chicken, white bean, fresh 
herb, tomato and vegetable tray bake. “One pan, an 
entire family meal – no dinner problems, just happy 
diners,” Mandy says.

ONE GLORIOUS PAN 
Serves 4 
Prep time 10 mins 
Cooking time 45 minutes

Ingredients:

• 2 cans of cannellini beans, drained and rinsed
• 2 leeks – halved vertically, washed and finely sliced 

(use whole leek but chop the green end super finely) 
• 1 punnet cherry tomatoes
• ½ cup green olives pitted and chopped  

(optional extra)
• 4 sprigs thyme and rosemary (stems removed)
• ½ cup white wine or chicken or veg stock

Warm 
winter 

hug
Mandy Hall’s creamy polenta and 

mushroom ragu is a winter dish for 
the whole family - creamy, cheesy, 

filling and bursting with flavour. “You won’t 
miss the meat for a second, consider this my big 
seasonal hug to you!” she says.

All ingredients are available  
at Frewville and Pasadena Foodland.

CREAMY POLENTA  
AND MUSHROOM RAGU
Prep Time 10 mins 
Cook Time – 15 mins 
Serves 4 - 6

 Ʌ MUSHROOM RAGU

Ingredients:

• 2 tblsp Olive Oil
• 650 g fresh mushrooms –  a mix of Portobelloand  

Swiss browns, quartered or thickly sliced
• 2 shallots – finely chopped (or substitute  

with 1 small brown onion)
• 2 cloves garlic finely chopped or crushed
• 3 teasp finely chopped fresh rosemary 
• 2 tbslp tomato paste 
• 150g fresh cherry tomato – or diced larger 

tomatoes
• 1 teasp balsamic or red wine vinegar
• 1 cup veg stock – or 1 cup water 
• Salt and pepper to season

TIP:

If you can, use 1 minute instant 
polenta. There are a few types of 

polenta - instant polenta is extremely 
fine so cooks quickly. The finer the 
grain of polenta used, the creamier 
the end result will be. The coarse 
style of polenta can take up to 45 
mins to cook properly and won’t 

give you the creamy, smooth result. 
Instant is definitely the best fit  

for this recipe. 

 Ʌ CREAMY POLENTA 

Ingredients:

• 1.3 litres full cream milk (Or substitute  
with ½ milk/ ½ stock OR full veg stock)

• 2 tblsp olive oil
• 1 tblsp butter (optional - I am just  

a butter lover)
• 1 cup Instant – 1 minute polenta
• 140g Parmesan – grated  

(additional to garnish at serving)
• Salt and pepper to season
• Optional- fresh chopped parsley to garnish.
• Optional – fresh goats curd.

Method:

1. Heat a large frypan or heatproof casserole 
dish over medium heat until warmed 
through, add olive oil then add shallots and 
cook until softened, season with salt.  

2. Add mushrooms to the pan and stir 
through, cook for 2 minutes before adding 
rosemary and garlic, cook for an additional 
30 seconds, add tomato paste and stir 
through well. 

3. Now add tomatoes and continue to cook over a 
medium heat until tomatoes begin to blister, add 
balsamic, stir for 1 minute, add stock, season, and 
leave to simmer for 5-10 minutes until your mix 
is saucy and mushrooms are cooked through.

4. While the dish is simmering and with 1 
minute to go, make the creamy polenta. 
Make sure your Ragu is nearly ready before 
you make your polenta, it is super quick!

5. In a medium to large saucepan, heat milk 
over a medium flame until simmering. Add 
oil and butter, salt and pepper to season and, 
using a whisk, mix well. 

6. Slowly add polenta, incorporating and mixing 
well (use whisk or spoon) as you go – this 
will stop lumps. Cook while stirring for 1-2 
minutes, add parmesan and stir though. Serve 
immediately topped with Mushroom Ragu, 
some additional parmesan and freshly chopped 
parsley and a dollop of goats curd.  
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ZONE IN 
Soup’s up! Ease the winter chills with 
nourishing, restorative soups available 
at the Blue Zone Kitchen at Frewville 

and Pasadena Foodland. Pots are filled 
with steaming hot wellbeing lentil 

soup, minestrone and pumpkin soups, 
all made in store.

Generous servings of the hearty 
broths ($10)  are served with 
healthy, freshly-baked breads 

from Breadbar.

..................................

Specialty coffee was never 
something you expected to enjoy in 
a supermarket but the trailblazing 

Adelaide’s finest supermarkets team 
has changed all that. The Blue Zone 

Kitchen is firmly on the radar of coffee 
lovers seeking a quality caffeine fix. 
As part of its mission to serve the 
best brews in Adelaide, the cafe 

sources premium sustainable and 
organic coffee beans from boutique 

outfit, Paradox Coffee Roasters. 
A team of experienced baristas – 

including Jordan, Charlie and Lachlan 
- create coffee magic with a state-of-the-
art, custom-made blue Slayer espresso 

machine handcrafted in Seattle, US. 

..................................

Check out new Blue Zone Kitchen juices 
made with seasonal organic produce 
include Glowing & Great made with 
spinach, kale, turmeric, kale, lime, fuji 

apple and cucumber or Eat Your Greens 
full of lemon, cucumber, baby spinach, 

celery, broccoli and ginger. 
The Blue Zone at Pasadena has a 

benchmark Zummo orange juicing 
machine made in Valencia, Spain, 

and the US-made Goodnature cold 
press juicing machine. They are the 
best of the best when it comes to 
juicers and can cold press whole 

fruits and vegetables sourced from 
the store’s fresh produce section. 

..................................

Bella Aurora from Blue Zone 
Wellbeing Kitchen at Frewville 

Foodland has created a delicious new 
dessert chia pudding made with chia 
seeds, peanut butter which is made in 
house, Nutellina (nut nougat cream) 
and natural organic raspberry jam. 

BUTCHER’S BLOCK

Low  
and slow 
Pasadena Foodland’s head butcher David 

Exton says the longer and slower cooking 
times needed for secondary meat 

cuts makes them for hearty winter meals.

He says people tend to feel hungrier in winter 
and enjoy substantial meals such as big-flavoured 
stews and casseroles which really call for 
secondary cuts.  

Secondary cuts are the lesser-known and cheaper 
cuts of meat such as brisket, shin, oxtail, flank 
steak, rump cap and shanks.   

David says these cuts – such as chuck steak and 
shin-  are also ideal for his personal favourite 
winter warmer …homemade meat pies.

• 5 tblsp olive oil to be used  
throughout the recipe

• 1 tblsp smoky paprika
• Salt and pepper to season
• 8 chicken thighs skin on , bone in
• 1 bunch broccolini

Method:

1. Preheat oven to 200C

2. In a large roasting tray, add beans, leeks, 
tomatoes, olives, fresh herbs, stock, 2 tblsp 
olive oil and salt and pepper and mix gently 
but thoroughly. Spread evenly across the base 
of the tray. 

3. In a small bowl, mix 2 tblsp olive oil and 
paprika, season with salt and pepper then 
using hands or a brush, coat chicken with 
this mix. Evenly distribute the chicken, and 
place on top of the bean mix and roast in the 
preheated oven until the chicken is golden.  
This should take approximately 45 mins.   
 
** Note - with 10 minutes to go (at the 35 
minute mark) remove the tray from the 
oven, scatter the broccolini and drizzle the 
remaining olive oil, return to oven to bake 
for 10 minutes. 

4. Remove from the oven, rest the tray in a 
warm spot for 5 mins before serving.   

Prime cuts such as scotch fillet, porterhouse and 
T-bone steak will always be popular but under-
valued secondary cuts are economical and packed 
with flavour. 

Butcher’s Block at  Frewville and Pasadena 
Foodland stocks all the traditional prime cuts 
along with a range of secondary cuts ideal for 
winter cooking. 

It also has all the meats needed for making 
soups such as bacon bones, smoked hocks, lamb 
knuckles and shin on the bone .   

TOP CUTS 
Adelaide’s finest supermarkets 

is proud of its established 
relationships with respected South 

Australian beef producers. 

“Building relationships with our 
suppliers means everything to us,”  

David Exton says.

Pasadena and Frewville Foodland 
source top-quality 100% grass-fed 

beef from the South East and grain-
fed beef from Burra and Clare 

Valley in the Mid North.  
SLOW  

COOKING STARS

Brisket, Chuck steaks,  
Osso bucco, Shin,  

Bolar roast, Oyster blade, 
Topside roast,  

Gravy beef.
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ONLINE

From day one , AFS has focused on making 
shopping a convenient and superior 
experience for customers.  Its online 

shopping services are constantly evolving and 
improving to keep pace with community needs. 
Online options include reliable home delivery, 
the handy Click & Collect where you order online 
and pick it up from the store or the supremely 
convenient In-Car Collect where staff bring the 
order out to your car.

A lot of the processes for online shopping may 
be happening behind the scenes but it’s an 
increasingly vital part of operations.

Online Manager Rajini Vasan leads the entire 
online team of personal shoppers and packers, 
customer service as well as delivery staff. Rajini 
says what really sets Adelaide’s finest online 
shopping apart from its competitors – aside from 
an unparalleled product range – is its high levels 
of customer service.

AFS takes online orders all day up to midnight 
and the personal shoppers, armed with an ipad 
attached to their trolley, start collecting items 
at sunrise. After boxing the orders, following 
rigorous processes,  the orders are dispatched by 
a team of delivery drivers.

“A big part of the training for our personal 
shoppers, aside from food safety and hygiene 
standards, is to shop exactly as you would for 
yourself,” Rajini says.

“When we shop for you, we do things like look 
for the furthest expiry date on products, we 
check egg cartons to make sure every egg is OK, 

we are really careful when people say they need 
only gluten-free food…we look for all those little 
things you do when you’re shopping for yourself.

“We have some customers who are visually 
impaired, for example, when they order their fish 
we know it has to be a variety that doesn’t have 
bones …we do get to that level of detail to make 
sure everything is right.”

Rajini with her online time appreciate that 
online shopping orders are attached to a person 
at the other end. “Perhaps it is someone with 
disabilities , or who is elderly,  living in a remote 
area, a shift worker or someone really time poor. 
There are so many reasons people shop online,” 
she says.

It is an absolute privilege that they are trusting us 
to nourish and feed them.

“When that box is opened at the other end, even 
the way it is packed is so important, so we really 
try to put thought and care into the packing. 
Customers tell us they notice these details.” 

When it comes to personal shoppers, hygiene and 
food safety standards have always been stringent 
but Rajini says staff are even more mindful in the 
wake of Covid-19.

Rajini says AFS has “massive dreams and 
ambitions” for online services with plenty of 
technological innovations ahead.

“The key thing that inspires us and that we do 
better than anyone else is our service, it’s that 
personal touch which we are renown for.”   

BEAUTY AND WELLNESS
Winter is in full swing and, while many dread 
the cold weather , the cooler months can be the 
best time to practice self care when it comes to 

our overall physical and mental wellbeing.

Flowerbar’s Julie Smith says wellness is 
extremely important all year round but some 
extra attention is usually needed during the 
chilly months. Flowerbar at Frewville and 

Pasadena Foodland are always adding great 
new products to their beauty, skincare and 

wellness ranges.  

*Flowerbar now stocks the acclaimed Ere 
Perez chemical-free cosmetics and skincare 
brand. The Sydney-based brand champions 

simple but luxe products made from 
Australian botanical ingredients. The vegan 

and cruelty-free products have ingredient lists 
that read like recipes!    Avocado waterproof 

mascara,  quinoa water foundation, rice 
powder blush or arnica concealer.

Try the popular olive oil lipsticks to help 
moisturise and hydrate your lips. 

*Summer Salt Body is an all-natural 
and vegan-friendly Australian skincare 
and wellness brand which uses healing 

crystals and essential oils. Look out for their 
eyecatching oil rollers which are a perfect size 
to pop in your handbag.  The range includes 

Evolve, with a lapis lazuli stone rollerball 
and lapis lazuli-infused oil blend of orange, 

cedarwood, lavender, rose and vanilla.

Treat yourself to a bottle of Wild Rose Oil 
face and body oil which is steeped in rose 
buds and petals with rose quartz  and 24K 
gold leaf.    Rose quartz, aquamarine and 

amethysts crystal soaps are another luxe treat 
for winter and make a great gift idea.

*The Goodnight Co. is an Australian company 
which produces diffusers and oil blends to 

create a restful vibe, aid relaxation and help busy 
minds switch off for a good night’s sleep. 

Check out the modern, black or white ceramic 
diffuser which uses ultrasonic technology 
to allows the mist to be delivered through 

vibrations. It means the oils are  safely diffused 
without any heat involved, making it the safer 
choice for your home than candles or incense, 
particularly if you have small children or pets. 

There’s even a portable diffuser with USB!

THE PERSONAL TOUCH
Adelaide’s finest supermarkets has achieved a lot of firsts including  

being the first in South Australia to offer online shopping some 15 years ago.
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YOUTH INC.

The project is part of Youth Inc’s  Work 
Ventures employment program which 
provides meaningful, real-world 

employment opportunities for students and 
a Certificate  III in Business. The Youth Voice 
Team found that furthering education and 
working on professional development were 
important to many students but a “sense of 
belonging” and “community” also significantly 
contributed to the young people choosing to 
continue with the Youth Inc. program. 

“I haven’t felt like I’ve really belonged anywhere 
until recently when I started at Youth Inc,”  student 
and Youth Voice Team Assistant Finn says.

“Belonging for me is being able to be myself and be 
free from judgement and community is connecting 
with people and realising you’re not alone. 

“It is uniting to uplift  
each other to grow 
together as a community.”

Students agreed the weekly Shout Out Lunch was 
a  large contributor to the social fabric of Youth 
Inc. The lunch offers students and staff the chance 
to unite in the shared dining space and  tuck into 
a home-cooked meal made with produce sourced 
from Adelaide’s finest supermarkets. The group 
then takes turns to give one another  “shout out” 
compliments for weekly achievements.

“At Youth Inc. I’ve found an incredibly welcoming 
and inclusive community that I love being a part 
of,” student and Sustainability Team Assistant 
Apollo says.

The weekly routine of sharing both a meal and 
the celebration of “small wins” is part of what 
makes Youth Inc. a welcoming and inclusive 
learning environment. 

“Youth Inc. gives me the opportunity to be 
myself, while also providing the opportunity to 
make good friendships and to help with my future 
path,”  student and Marketing and Media Team 
Assistant Bailey says.  

A SENSE OF BELONGING
A TEAM OF YOUTH INC. STUDENTS HAS BEEN HARD AT WORK ON A LEARNING PROJECT WHICH DOCUMENTS WHAT 

DREW THEIR PEERS TO THIS ENTREPRENEURIAL STUDIO SCHOOL AND EXACTLY WHAT HAS MADE THEM STAY.

“ Youth Inc. is life 
changing. It is 
opening up a world of 

opportunities for me. I am 
having amazing experiences 
and connecting with some 
awesome people.” 

Aston 

“ Youth Inc. is  
a place where  
I can be myself”.

Ashe (he/him)

POSITIVE  
FOCUS

Spero Chapley describes Youth 
Inc. Enterprise Academy as “our 
most important community and 

social initiative”.

“We’ve always genuinely believed  
that bringing and encouraging the 
entire community with you is not 

only a responsibility but also a 
privilege,” he says.

Spero is the founder and chairman 
of Youth Inc., a progressive school 

turning formal education on its head. 

The studio school gives students 
the chance to gain formal SACE 

and VET qualifications while also 
focusing on project based learning, 

mentoring and coaching to help 
build life skills, resilience and 

wellbeing.   

“Youth Inc.  
is deliberately 

different. Not for 
the sake of it, but 

because young 
people are looking 
for - and need -  a 

new way to learn,”  
Spero says.

The Youth Inc. journey began 
more than 12 years ago when 

Spero wanted to do something to 
help or inspire  disadvantaged or 
disengaged youth to reach their 

potential.  

 “It can be a hard time for young 
people who might not have a clear 
understanding of what they can do 
or what they are passionate about 
-  and I think it’s heightened if you 
haven’t got the support I was lucky 

to have,” he  says.

Youth Inc.’s projects and ventures 
are infused by a strong focus on 

positive mental health, resilience 
and wellbeing.    The school has 
teachers and educators but also 

an in-house psychologist, coaches 
and even an entrepreneur-in-

residence.

Youth Inc. artist in residence Sarah Keane  
and Youth Inc. graduate Mahala Sultan 
teamed up to create a sustainability-themed 
mural in a partnership with The Joinery 
community hub in Franklin St. 
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Easy  
hot and 

sour soup
ORIENTBAR STAR CHEF PRACHAYA (PALM) SKOLAREE 

SAYS IT IS EASY TO COOK QUICK, NO-FUSS AND 
FLAVOURSOME ASIAN DISHES AT HOME.

He shares his five-step recipe for a winter-
warming hot and sour dumpling soup 
with every ingredient readily available 

at Pasadena and Frewville stores. The soup is a 
five-step crowdpleaser and is a simple, delicious, 
fresh and healthy weeknight dinner. Palm, who 
was previously head chef at Golden Boy Thai 
restaurant,  says it is a joy having such a giant 
pantry of foods at his fingertips. 

Adelaide’s finest supermarkets stocks all the 
essential ingredients (fresh, frozen and grocery 
lines) for Korean, Japanese, Thai, Chinese, 
Malaysian and many other Asian cuisines.

DUMPLING  
TIPS 

Steaming, boiling or pan frying up a big 
batch of dumplings makes for a simple, 

fun, tasty and cost-effective family dinner.   
Look out for great-quality Australian-made 
Sunny Seafood  dumplings with varieties to 
suit everyone’s tastes. Just add chopsticks  

and soy sauce or chilli oil!

To boil dumplings. Drop them in a pot of 
boiling water (don’t crowd the pot), allow 
to boil rapidly, add a cup of cold water and 
allow to boil again then removed and serve.

To steam dumplings. Line a  bamboo 
steamer with baking paper, arrange 

dumplings (again, don’t crowd them)  and 
place the steamer over a pan of boiling 

water for 15-20 mins.

To pan fry dumplings. (they are called 
pot stickers),  heat oil in large pan 

on medium-high, fry the dumplings, 
then add 2/3 water to the pan and  

cover the dumplings to steam through. 
Then fry them again once the water 
evaporates and the dumplings have  

a crisp bottom crust.

Chef Prachaya 
(Palm) Skolaree 

SHOPPING BASKET
ASIAN SECTION INGREDIENTS – Sunny 
Seafood dumplings mixed dumsum 
(frozen section of Asian department)  
Includes five different flavours - prawn 
and chive dumpling, prawn ha cao, prawn 
shao mai dumpling, prawn and ginger 
gyoza and fish and edamame dumpling  |  

Bamboo strips  (canned)  |  Dried shitake 
mushrooms (packet)  |  Light soy sauce  
(Palm used Regal Thai Light Soy)  |  Red 
vinegar (Palm used Shanxi Superior 
Mature Vinegar)  |  Chilli oil (Palm used 
Laoganma chilli oil) 

FRESH ASIAN PRODUCE – Ginger, snow 
peas, broccoli, spring onions, red chilli, 
coriander 

REGULAR GROCERY AND REFRIGERATED 
ITEMS – Sugar  |  Eggs  |  Cornflour  |  Silken 
tofu  (vegetarian and vegan refrigerated 
section)  |  Chicken stock.

HOT AND SOUR  
DUMPLING SOUP
Serves two 

Ingredients:

• 10 pieces of Sunny Seafood mixed dimsum dumplings 
• 100g bamboo strips 
• 4 pieces of dried shitake mushrooms 
• 40g ginger julienned 
• 6 snow peas sliced 
• 8-10 small broccoli florets cut up small 
• 1 teasp of sugar 
• 3 tblsp light soy sauce 
• 2 tblsp red vinegar 
• ½ tblsp chilli oil 
• 2 spring onions sliced 
• 1 long red chilli 
• ¼ bunch of coriander 
• 2 eggs 
• 20g of silken tofu 
• 5 cups of chicken stock 
• 2 tblsp corn flour (mixed with  

3 tblsp of water to thicken)

Method:

1. Soak the shitake mushrooms in warm water. 

2. Place the chicken stock in a large pot or wok.

3. Add the ginger, sauces, chilli oil, sugar, sliced 
soaked shitake mushrooms, tofu, broccoli and 
dumplings. 

4. Simmer for 2-3 minutes and then add the 
snow peas.  

5. Beat the egg and add in to the soup and then 
thicken with cornflour mix.

6. Garnish with sliced spring onions, finely 
sliced chilli and chopped coriander.

Adelaide’s 
finest supermarkets has built 

established and positive relationships 
with local suppliers and others 

throughout Asia. This empowers their 
team to purchase a wide range of top-
quality products directly from these 

suppliers.  The result is an extensive, 
specialised range of authentic Asian 

grocery products, many of which  
you can’t find in other 

supermarkets.


